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Up-Coming Events
September
14 School Board Meeting
15-17 MAP Assessments
October
9 First Quarter Grades
Cut Off
12 School Board Meeting

16 First Quarter Ends
19 Second Quarter Begins
22 Parent-Teacher-Student
Conferences
25 Mama’s Country
Pancake Jamboree
30 Protestant Reformation
Day Celebration

A GREAT FIRST WEEK
We had a tremendous first week. It has been so wonderful to get
to know each of your children. Thank you for placing your trust in
me as the new head teacher of LEMCA. - Dr. Cookenmaster

SUCCESSFUL OPEN HOUSE
A huge thanks to all our parents who came to Open House this
past Thursday. I appreciate you taking time out of your already
busy schedule and days to learn what is happening this year at
LEMCA.

YOUR VOICE MATTERS
Millennial parents, those under the age of 40, buy products in a
unique way. They check it out online. They look at online reviews.
They ask friends and neighbors they trust. Then they will drive by.
If they like what they see they come. If they like what they see
when they’re inside they’ll buy. LEMCA needs you! Please go
online and write a review of the school on Great Schools and
Private School Review. Help get the word out about LEMCA.
723 Storey Blvd.
Cheyenne, WY 82009
www.lemca.org

digit numbers and comparisons; writing exponents
•

Grade 6—Rational Numbers focusing on finding the Greatest Common Factor; writing expression involving exponents; using PEMDAS;
and products of prime factors as exponents,
and chapter 1 assessment

•

Grade 8—Rational Numbers focusing on understanding the concept of zero and negative
exponents; using scientific notation; generating equivalent expressions; and equivalent expressions involving quotients of powers

Art– Concepts of lines, shapes and colors.
ELA Handwriting –Cursive Letters, Aa, Ee,
Oo, and Ii
ELA Spelling
•

•

•

Grade 4—brand, branch, past, reptile,
pebble, self, swept, fist, ridge, sink, dock,
flock, shove, dust, touch, hung, blood,
trust
Grade 5—accent, acid, adapt, aspect,
athlete, atlas, banana, banner, batch,
California, camera, Canada, cavern, cavity, gram, latch, mass, Montana, panic,
planet
Grades 6-8—abandon, abdomen, actual,
alfalfa, alligator, analysis, ancestor, balance, brackets, calcium, calculate, calorie, captain, cavalry, challenge, channel,
contaminated, diameter, galaxy, gallery,
imagine, italics, morale, shallow

ELA Shared Reading—Taught by A Tiger
ELA—Guided Reading—MAP Assessments

ELA—Writer’s Workshop—Expository Writing using comparing and contrasting
ELA-Read Aloud—Hinds Feet on High Places
Math
•

Mad Minute Math

•

Grade 4—Place Value focusing on
adding and subtracting; rounding and
estimating; and checking for reasonable sums and differences

•

Grade 5—Place Value focusing on
fractions and decimals to the thousands place; place and value; multi-

Music—Basic rhythm concepts, symbols, and naming notes and treble staff lines.
Science—Cornell Notes on dwarf planets and comets; comet lab on Tuesday
Social Studies—Cornell Notes on the Islamic caliphate; creating a PPT on Thursday
Technology—Introduction to Typing.com
STREAM—Continue One World City project.
Notes on Project: Misha has been elected
the city Mayor and has successfully held her first
planning commission meeting. The city has been
named, Sweeland. The river has been named
Sweetwater River. Our bay has been named Starfish Bay, and the class has platted out where boroughs will be as well as entertainment districts, the
airport, roads, and even named some of the streets
in town.

